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In this paper a  simplified method is piesenled to ealculalc the 
radial and angular correlation energy in two cicciron atomic 
systems in their ground states. Ihe conventional Hartice-1 nck 
(H F ) method, though extensively used lor luiiulling many 
electron systems, does not yield accurate energy ol the system 
and the evaluation of correlation energy i>f the system, has been 
the subject of interest for quite a long time. Vaiunis mothixls 
such as the configuration interaction (C l) approach i>r many 
body perturbation theory (M fiPT ) have been applied t<> csiimalo 
this energy. All these calculaiions au- quite laborious and 
require large computer time parlicnlaily when the atomic numbei 
of the system increases. Hcte we adopl a method which ta es 
care of the intciacting system properly by working m terms o 
single particle basis set. Our approach is equivalent to a full 
C l calculation but differs from a Cl or M B Fl’ calculation in the 
manner that we take a suitable Slater type basn foi the descrip­
tion of our sys'lem whereas in a Cl or MBPT calculation a com­
plete set of eigenstates of a suitable model Hamiltonian is neces­
sary. Moreover our mcthcxl lakes comparatively css com- 
puter time than a full Cl calculation. In our ^
wavefunction is written as a linear combinalion of 
basic functions. Each basis function is a pio uc o 
electron functions. This function gives correlated 
the system Angular correlation is obtained by symmetrising
Z  ^ t T l u n a i i  »iU. app,opm .c 
calculation only s and p type conelation
r " ht:
correlation energy is accounted for.
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1. I n t r o d u c t io n
Jn the present paper a simple and straightforward mellhod is presented to calcu­
late the radial and angular correlation energy in two eleOtron atomic systems. 
The conventional way of treating a many particle system is to construct a wave- 
function formed out of an'tisymmctrised product of one particle functions. A 
single determinantal approach is usually followed. This approach called' the 
Hartrec-Fock (HF)^ - method is very suitable for handling such systems and 
is extensively used in atomic and nuclear calculations. However this procedure 
does not yield the correct energy of the system and the quantity
Ei;c F nr ~  F|(h
is referred to as the correlation energy of the system. E nr is the non-relalivis- 
tic energy and Ejj,.. is the Hartree Fock energy. With increase of atomic 
number increases and gives a significant contribution to the total eneigy 
of the system.
This difference of energy has been estimated by various methods Uke the 
configuration interaction ( C l ) o r  many body perturbation theory (M B FT )*. 
However, in these calculations the labour involved and computation time re­
quired increases rapidly as the atomic number of the system increases. In Uiis 
paper wc adopt a method which lakes care of the inleradiing system properly 
by working in terms ol single particle basis set. The method has been adopted 
by Mukherji' where only radial correlation in such systems has been considered.
The present procedure differs from a Cl or M BPT calculation in the manner 
that we ta'ke a suitable Slater type basis' lor the description of our system 
whereas in a C l or M B PT  calculation the starling requirement is to have a 
complete set of eigensitates of a suitable model Hamiltonian. However, ulti­
mately our procedure is equivalent to a full C l calculation with a given basis set.
2 .  T h e o r y
The noa-relalivislic Hamiltonian of a two particle system with nuclear 
charge Z  is given by (in a.u.)
H
2 r  z I
2  I  V * i -----------1 +  ----------
1 = 1  I- f i  J  Ti 2
(1)
Our correlated description of the wavetfunction of the system is given by an 
antisymmetrised product of a space and a spin part. The ground state func­
tion of such system is given by
^ ( 1 , 2 )  =  ® ( 1 , 2 )  x ( l , 2 ) (2)
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where
X ( l.2 ) -L[  .
V 2  I-
(1) P (2) -  a (2 ) Tid) (3)
is the spin pari and 4>(1,2) is the space pari, which we asunic to be of the 
form
5>(1,2) =  ^ 2 C „  (1,2)
•i
(4)
where the C,j \s are unknown parameters with the restricaon C',j C , to 
satisfy Pauli principle and (1,2) is a symmetric function formed out of 
atomic orbitals.
(1,2) =  V'i(l) S', (2) +  V, (2) V, (1) (5)
where "s arc the single particle basis states. Obviously there aie n(nH i)/2 
number of independent C,j ’s if the individual one pailiclc func'.ions arc des­
cribed by a linear combination of n .Slater type orbitals.
The function described by eqn. (4) is an eigenstate of L- and L/ operator. 
This can be easily done by appropriadc projection operators.^ In the present 
case we consider all the radial and a part ot the angular erirrelalion (p type) 
to describe the ground 'S state ol two electron systems. Hence the summation 
of i, j  runs over all the s and p type basis slates. The total energy is given by
E  = (6)
17)
< ^ ' ( 1 , 2 )  | H 1 T ( 1 , 2 ) >
< > {'(1 ,2 ) | T ( 1 , 2 ) >  
and is obtained by solving the equation 
HC =  SCE
where S is the overlap matrix whose ijth element is
S„ -  <  “f, 1 >
Our correlated description of the system has the advantage that all basic 
integrals will be over single particle functions which usually appear in a Hh 
calculation, The energy eigenvalue equation reduces to a set ol simultaiiv.t>us 
linear equations in the parameters and may be obtained in a single diagonalisa- 
•tion procedure.
3. R esults
The correlation energy of two electron ions from H “ to O'*' in the ground 
*S state has bera calculated. The energy values arc listed in taWe 1. For
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comparison the energy values obtained from very accurate theoretical calaila- 
tioiis® are also listed. Here four parameter Slater type representation for each 
of s and p orbitals are used. The exponents of the s orbitals for the systems 
He to O '  are those of Clenicnti- and are optimized and for H" we used the 
exponents of Mukherji''. For the case of p orbitals for all ions ihe exponents 
are chosen from physical considerations. This depends upon the type of p 
mixing we are considering for our reprcscn'atk>n of the oiv particle function.
The electron affinity of H as obtained by us is -0.0264 (a.u ) which is a 
considerable improvement over the value -0 .0133  (a.u.) obtained by Cioddard" 
and -0 .0 1 3 3  (a.u.) obtained by Shull and Lowdin'", all of them, howevr. 
include only radial correlation. 1Tic radially correlated value obtained by 
MukherjF is —0.0143 (a .u ). It shows that induMim of angxilar correlation 
yields a substantially better result.
The ground state energy of He ob'aincd by us is — 2d(KH4 compared to 
—2.9003<) obtained by Weiss' using 3.*! configurations in the wavefundtibn. 
This indicates that reasonable accuracy is obtained by our procedure with only 
a few parameters. The limit with p type mixing is 2.‘MX)42 (au  ). For 
other ions table 1 shows in all ca.ses our results agice well with Ihe extensive 
calculations of Pekeris' and Wciss\ We aie presently trying to sec the eonver- 
gence of our re.->ults by increa.sing the number of param^'ers Ihe 'esults will 
be repoirted in due couisc
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